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Preface

This is an age of specialization, the age of the expert, the pursuit of a narrow field without universalizing. Compartmentalization of knowledge into specialties is a natural outgrowth of the knowledge explosion. Specialization
has the advantage of permitting one individual to master the intricacies of a specific problem. It has the disadvantage of producing an expert who knows `more and more about less and less'. As specialization increases the need to transcend it becomes even greater.

During the past 25 years there has been an increasing tempo of papers and symposia on dental caries resulting in a large amount of fragmented information. Facts and concepts from such diverse fields as crystallography (hard tissues), immunology, microbiology, physiology, nutrition and diet, epidemiology, spectroscopy, and others are available in unmanageable numbers. These disciplines have contributed important information but the total picture cannot be more than gleamed at unless the different pieces are properly fitted together. That is what this book will attempt to do.

Rather than produce a single voluminous book this work is divided into two shorter volumes. In Volume 1, the basic aspects of the etiology and mechanism of dental caries are presented; Volume 2 deals with clinical aspects of prevention. While each volume stands alone, Volume 1 is a desirable companion to Volume 2. In Volume 1 the nature of tooth substance, the role played by oral and plaque microflora and the contribution of diet and nutrition, as well as secondary factors such as saliva, fluorides and nutrition are presented. In Volume 2, the synthesis achieved in Volume 1 is applied to the practical, clinical aspects of prevention of caries.

The contents and the sequence of chapters in this textbook have formed the basis for the teaching of the subject of Caries at the University of Toronto. This has led to a more unified teaching of the subject and has eliminated the fragmentary approach characteristic of past efforts. It is hoped it may assist others in developing a course in Cariology. Although this book is primarily designed for undergraduate students of dentistry, the comprehensive nature of its contents should appeal to graduate students as well as to students of dental hygiene and dental assisting who wish to augment their knowledge of the caries process.

Preface XII

Undergraduate students too often ignore historical aspects of a subject, and feel massive bibliographies are asphyxiating. While references have been winnowed, and historical aspects compressed, some history and bibliography is essential for growth of learning. The subject of caries should be an exciting learning experience.

Caries, because of its uniqueness as a disease, its ubiquitous nature, and its stubborn resistance to resolution remains as one of man's most common, oldest, and singly costliest ailment. The total health handicap due to dental caries is staggering. In western countries there has been a
dramatic decline in caries over the past decade but in the economically
developing countries caries prevalence is increasing as dietary habits of
industrialized nations are adopted. For this reason, it is important that the
subject of dental caries is given as broad a readership as possible. Recognition
of the enormity of the problem should spur efforts to reduce the ravages,
the pain and the cost of this disease.

This book is obviously not the last word on the subject, nor is it the
first. I hope it may compete with the best. The French philosopher Montaigne
said it best: 'I have gathered a posie of other men's flowers and
nothing but the thread which binds them is mine.'

Gordon Nikiforuk
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